Abstract
abundance across a section of the landscape, particularly in or around a high-value asset (e.g.,
85
a national park, predator-proof fence, or the location of a population of endangered species).
86
Although it is known that ongoing control can suppress invasive species populations in a 87 region (Saunders and McLeod 2007) , and there exist guidelines for the spatial control of 88 particular species, there is a marked lack of generalised theoretical guidance available for the 89 best spatial distribution of effort (Epanchin-Niell and Hastings 2010).
90
In this paper we illustrate how a spatiotemporal framework to model invasive species returns, though we note that there are many alternatives (e.g., log 1 , or 1 ).
129
Control efforts are translated into a proportional reduction in the invasive population via the 
where the effort allocation has been scaled:
We assume that the invasive population is initially at its maximum density:
Reducing the invasive species population below a threshold is equivalent to the general 247 terminal time condition:
where represents the length of the project. Our objective is to achieve this using as little implementing a target density), so we omit the first term of Eq. (2). The optimal solution to 253 this problem is identified using optimal control theory (Appendix B).
254

Temporal suppression results
255
The optimal effort allocation, using the cat parameters, for four project lengths is shown together to require increased control efforts.
271
As well as changing the relative distribution of control effort, the choice of project length has find the point along the full optimal control strategy ( Figure 1 ) when the density reaches ½,
306
and follow the remaining section of the optimal control. From the shape of the optimal effort 307 allocation curves in Figure 1 , we can see by inspection that the carrying capacity will not 308 strongly influence the optimal strategy. First, the shape of the optimal solution curve is the 309 same: effort needs to increase through time. Second, the total effort required will not change 310 dramatically with larger initial population sizes. The majority of effort is applied to remove 311 the final few invasive individuals, and an initial population at half the carrying capacity will 312 therefore require almost the same amount of effort to suppress to very low density.
314
Seasonally-varying effectiveness of control 315 We have so far only considered situations where all of the parameters in Eq. (1) are considering cat control in the southern hemisphere).
330
The optimal solution for varying is shown in Figure 3 , once again using cat baiting 331 parameters. Qualitatively, the shape of the optimal seasonal control is very similar to the 
Because we are considering conservation assets within a broader landscape, the natural 374 coordinate system is polar; we re-write Eq. (14)
where the model is radially symmetric about the conservation asset, and is radial distance 376 from the asset's centre, which extends to . To justify the use of polar coordinates we 377 must assume that conservation assets will have a fairly regular geometry and can be 
388
This ratio will thereby determine whether managers can achieve superior outcomes by 389 applying control efforts away from their objective (i.e., around the conservation asset), or by 390 applying control efforts at the asset itself.
391
The objective of control efforts is to minimise the function:
This equation is analogous to equation (2), where the first term is the total amount of control and decreases beyond the boundary. It is not optimal to distribute control effort across the entire domain (i.e., throughout the region beyond the conservation asset), and it is never 406 optimal to allocate effort uniformly across space (i.e., a constant buffer zone). The optimal 407 baiting distribution results in an invasive species population, , which always increases 408 with distance from the asset. The invasive population remains substantially below the 409 carrying capacity for some distance beyond the asset and also for a distance beyond the 410 baited area. Control efforts will unavoidably create a sink within the asset, via a density 411 gradient which draws invasives from the surrounding region. Despite these source-sink 412 dynamics, it is never optimal to transfer all control effort from the conservation asset to the 413 surrounding area in an attempt to pre-emptively remove invasives before they reach the asset
414
(the metaphorical fence approach).
415
<Figure 5 about here>
416
Constant buffer zones for an open asset
417
The optimal solution recommends that control effort should vary smoothly across space, . We therefore calculate the optimal buffer zone size 427 using our model, and compare it to the true optimal solution. For comparative purposes, the total control effort applied in the buffer strategy is constrained to be the same as the optimal 429 solution, and the sole decision is thus the radius of the buffer.
430
The best buffer strategy is very different from the shape of the optimal effort allocation 431 (Figure 5a) , and as expected, the optimal solution delivers a better outcome for the same cost.
432
However, the difference in the size of the invasive population is not drastic, as long as the 433 buffer zone is optimally sized; the density of invasives in the conservation asset with the best 434 buffer zone is only about 10% higher than the density resulting from the optimal allocation.
435
The optimal buffer zone size is defined by a complex implicit relationship between the 436 parameters , , and and the target invasive species density, and hence no exact solution The geometry of the property at Lorna Glen is quite different to the circular regions that we 468 have solved so far. We assume that baiting can occur within but not beyond the property, and The predator density at the fence perimeter is highest when the bait is distributed at a uniform 477 density across the property. A buffer zone of the optimal width can achieve a 2.6% lower cat populations and thereby to reduce their ability to disperse into the asset. By contrast, in the 498 temporal case, the optimal effort allocation is determined by the ratio of local population 499 growth rate to the diminishing returns on control effort / . When this ratio is large (e.g., if 500 growth rates are high), optimal resource allocation is achieved through intense control over a 501 short period of time. This is because shorter projects give the species less time to reproduce 502 (a particular concern since the population growth rate is high). Additionally, the relatively 503 low diminishing returns parameter means that the high mortality rates required by a short 504 project can be applied without sacrificing cost-effectiveness. In contrast, if this ratio is small 505 (e.g., if the growth rate is low and control efforts exhibit rapidly diminishing returns) a long 506 project would not result in much population recovery, and so greater emphasis can be placed 507 on avoiding the detrimental effects of diminishing returns.
508
Although spatial and temporal management problems are usually treated separately, the two 509 types of problems can provide insights into each other, provided that they are analysed with a 510 common model. In the most straightforward sense, it allows different data to be used across 511 the problems, which we illustrated using the example of feral cat control. Further to this, real 512 problems rarely fall entirely into either the spatial or temporal category, but knowing the 513 solution to either extreme can help improve our intuition and understanding of mixed 514 problems. For example, the best way to manage a species that is not constrained, but which is 515 spreading fairly slowly, would have elements of both the spatial and temporal solutions. The 516 average intensity of control in the optimal solution would likely increase through time, as we 517 found for the temporal solution, and the distance that control is spread out around the 518 invasion would depend on the spread rate of the species.
Throughout this paper we apply methods that are capable of identifying optimal solutions.
520
Methods that can determine the optimal solution do not rely on us being able to guess the true 521 optimal solution a priori, and can therefore reveal counterintuitive solutions. Our analyses has a high growth rate, then it is most cost-effective to control that population very rapidly.
531
This is true even though it requires the application of control efforts that are intense enough 532 to be very inefficient (via diminishing marginal returns). However, some might arrive at the 533 opposite conclusion. If an invasive species has a high growth rate, then it would be 534 reasonable to tolerate a longer project timeframe, since the species will recover more rapidly 535 from control efforts, lengthening the removal project. The optimal off-season effort allocation relative to the on-season allocation. The more 855 effective off-season control is, , the higher effort allocation in the off-season (y-axis).
856
Large values of q result in a greater focus on on-season control activities. This is because the 857 effect of diminishing returns is reduced meaning high intensity control effort can be applied 
864
The invasive species population is approximately 10% smaller at the edge of the asset when 865 allocating effort optimally, compared to using a buffer zone.
866
Figure 6
867
The long term cat density on Lorna Glen with three different baiting strategies, using 868 parameters for feral cats (we chose the lower limit for diffusivity, 182). The geometry 
